Please be sure to read the following before assembling.

- This product is intended for individuals over the age of 10. Make certain that no 10-year-olds will be left out.
- Before assembling this kit, please read the manual thoroughly before proceeding.
- This kit contains small sharp parts which can cause injury. Please keep them away from children.
- This kit contains sharp parts which can cause injury. Please keep them away from children.

- Please use caution when handling the sharp parts.
- Do not touch the sharp parts with your fingers or clothing. Make sure to use protective gloves when handling the sharp parts.
- Do not touch the sharp parts with your fingers or clothing. Make sure to use protective gloves when handling the sharp parts.
- Do not touch the sharp parts with your fingers or clothing. Make sure to use protective gloves when handling the sharp parts.
- Do not touch the sharp parts with your fingers or clothing. Make sure to use protective gloves when handling the sharp parts.

- Please read the manual thoroughly before assembling.
- Check the parts numbers carefully, and then cut them cleanly from the sheet. Please try to avoid unnecessary waste.
- When using any cutting implements, tools, paints or glues while treating the parts, be sure to read each item's handling instructions and use the item correctly.
- Due to the nature of the model, it is inevitable that there are sharp parts included. Please take care when building.
- Tools and other necessary items can be purchased from Valois Showroom, via the Valois Website Store, or from your local hobby store.
- When painting, we recommend "Vallejo Colors" paints for a new generation that are safer and kinder to the environment.

**Note:**
Please ensure that all parts are properly painted and assembled according to the instructions provided in the manual.